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Death weavers
Call # J Mull, Brandon
Cole and his friends finally reach the fourth of the five kingdoms, Necronum, land of the dead, where
they confront unexpected dangers and meet new allies.

The hidden oracle
Call # J Riordan, Rick
After angering his father Zeus, the god Apollo is cast down from Olympus. He must learn to survive in
the modern world until he can somehow find a way to regain Zeus's favor.

The hypnotists
Call # J Korman, Gordon
Twelve-year-old Jackson Opus is descended from two powerful hypnotist bloodlines, but he has just
begun to realize that he can control other peoples' actions with sometimes frightening results-especially when the head of the Sentia Institute plans to use Jackson for his own benefit.

Keys to the demon prison
Call # J Mull, Brandon
Since ancient times, the great demon prison Zzyzx has protected the world from the most dangerous
servants of darkness, including Gorgrog, the Demon King. After centuries of plotting, the Sphinx is on
the verge of recovering the five artifacts necessary to open the legendary prison. To thwart the Sphinx's
designs and find a safe home for the five artifacts, Kendra, Seth, and the Knights of the Dawn must
venture far beyond the walls of Fablehaven in a desperate struggle to control the keys to the demon
prison.

Rogue Knight
Call # J Mull, Brandon
When the hunt for his lost friends leads Cole Randolph to the kingdom of Elloweer, he and new friends
Mira, Twitch, and Jace team up with the resistance movement to search for Mira's sister, Honor, but
enemies abound and Cole and Mira must use a new kind of magic to protect themselves.

School-tripped
Call # J Holm, Jennifer
When Babymouse's art class goes on a field trip to the museum, she decides to test her freedom by
exploring the Big City without a chaperone.

The throne of fire
Call # J Riordan, Rick
Carter and Sadie must outsmart the House of Life and the gods of chaos in order to complete their
worldwide search for an ancient Egyptian book.

The wishing spell
Call # J Colfer, Chris
Through the mysterious powers of a cherished book of stories, twins Alex and Conner leave their world
behind and find themselves in a foreign land full of wonder and magic where they come face-to-face
with the fairy tale characters they grew up reading about.

